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Business
Foundations
for Starting a Fitness Studio

Starting a gym is a common, but ambitious goal in the fitness industry.

While many individuals have their eyes set on opening a big box gym, the

minimum-space boutiques are rapidly grabbing the market share. For

most budgets, the fitness studio concept is a more realistic option as it

presents with lower opening and operating costs. It also has the potential

to be extremely lucrative per square foot when the service bar and

economics are appropriately managed.  
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       With any business there are risks and the fitness

industry presents more than the average. These fall

under two categories; financial and non-financial

risk areas. The prior includes under-capitalization,

cashflow issues, not budgeting accurately, and

errors in pricing relative to overhead, to name a few.

Non- financial risk areas include unidentified or

underestimated competition, inadequate market

research, insufficient risk analysis, and lack of

business acumen.  Sticking to the following recom -

mendations can help increase the rate of success

during the start-up process in a manner that helps

mitigate some of the risks.

       Many new entrepreneurs focus on the wrong

areas of business with expectations that things like

a business name, the top equipment or the nicest

facilities will ensure success. While a name certainly

is  important, it is part of a larger branding strategy

and not a sales item. Regarding equipment, shiny

dumbbells rarely convert to sales, but do run up

overhead costs. Quality customer service and a

clean facility will have anyone overlook the fact that

you bought your clean dumbbells second-hand. 

       Why do you want to open a fitness business? It is

common for people who like to work out to want to

open a gym in the same way people who enjoy cooking

want to become Chef-owned restaurateurs – both have

the same high rate of failure. While passion and interest

might be motivation to start, it is imperative to under-

stand that people who open fitness facilities always work-

out less once they open the gym. So then what will

motivate you to be present? Just like switching from

renting to owning, when there is a leak, you are the per-

son who needs to fix it. In many cases, business start-ups

take the owner away (at least to a degree) from what

brought them there in the first place. You need to be

able to enjoy running a business, managing staff, and

providing customer service – seven days a week. 

      What type of services do you want to provide and

what would make you different from every other fitness

facility? Personal training, exercise classes, behavior

programming or a combination are all commonplace 

so why will consumers select your facility? Finding a

market niche is key to success. Furthermore, alternative

sources of income such as supplements, sponsored

events, and timely programs should be planned from the

start to adjunct income. When you write your business

plan, look to solve a problem – unique population seg-

ments and strategic partnership offerings can make the

difference between success and failure. Financiers

should not be confused asking the question – what

makes you different?

Foundation #1
Define your Intentions

Foundation #2
Identify your Niche
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       Opening a fitness facility can vary in cost from thou-

sands of dollars to millions. If you are not independently

wealthy, you will need to look at finance options. It is

unlikely a bank will offer an unsecured loan for a busi-

ness start-up so funding will need to be sourced from

somewhere. The first step is identifying what is reason-

able. A 1,200 square foot boutique studio can cost

$50,000 to floor and equip at a minimum. “Start small

and grow” is a much better strategy than taking on sig-

nificant initial overhead. Likewise, a business growth

strategy allows for ongoing financing of equipment and

related needs. 

       A first step is to make sure your personal finances are

in order, and set up a plan to ensure if the business fails

your personal economy does not. Having a high credit

score going into business is important for attaining fund-

ing, particularly if applying for a loan or looking to use

(low) interest credit. While many start-ups employ fund-

ing from family and friends consider the negatives if

things go bad. If using family or friends, secure a formal

arrangement to pay back the loan the same way a bank

would. This will help to ensure financial responsibility

and to protect your relationship. An angel investor is

 another option. With angel investors, the financial terms

tend to be flexible and investors often have experience in

business success and can fill the role of mentor. The

down side is that it takes a lot of work to find the right fit.

Online investor sites are another area of consideration.

While the loans tend to be smaller they are a viable option.

       The major reason businesses go out of business is

 related to poor financial planning – not a lack of effort.

Work with an accountant before opening any business to

identify adequate start-up and working capital, cash flow

needs, and revenue overhead ratio limits. Most people

fail before they start because they believe they will suc-

ceed rather than planning to succeed, particularly as it

relates to finances.

       While location is important for any business, in the

fitness industry there is a 5-mile rule. The 5-mile rule

suggests that marketing dollars should not be spent out-

side of a 5-mile radius as potential customers will not

want to travel far to attend a gym. If your market cannot

conveniently get to your facility and park they will find

somewhere else to go – regardless of what is offered.

While customer service goes a long way – convenience is

more important. People do not want to travel beyond

their established daily boundaries and parking must be

seamless. A $200 per month membership can quickly

 escalate to over $300 if a client has to pay for parking

every time they want to work out. Matters are made

worse if they also have to search for a spot. 

       Other location considerations are cost (per square

foot), visibility, ability for signage, and proximity to de-

sirable businesses. Look for locations on the fringes of

the nicest areas related to your market. This will ensure

the location is close enough from a convenience perspec-

tive, but often reduces the lease and overhead. Everyone

wants a premier location with store front visibility – 

but will the revenues support it? Convenience, ease of

use, and a clean, safe environment are all important

 considerations.

       Lastly, when looking for a location consider the

 requirements of the municipality. There exist horror

stories of facilities that were ready to have their grand

opening only to be stifled by the local government due 

to a lack of proper permitting. It is suggested to seek out

local legal counsel; specifically someone who is familiar

with the industry and area early in the business process. 

Foundation #3
Financials

Foundation #4
Location, Location, 
Location
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       Fitness entrepreneurs need to realize the type of in-

dustry for a business is irrelevant. Successful businesses

all commit to the same tenets, which start with under-

standing the market. So even in the fitness world, one

must start by identifying their reachable market, analyz-

ing the market influences, evaluating the penetration

 potential and determining if the business and market

alignment can be profitable. Inadequate service capabili-

ties, proximity to the primary market share, competition

and competitor penetration, as well as costs-to-penetra-

tion rate should all be known facts. Accurate squat bio-

mechanics, a motivating personality, and a nice physique

mean very little if the prior is not accounted for

 accurately.

       Market research can be highly technical or grass

roots. Municipalities across the country publish demo-

graphic data including household income, age, sex and

area costs. Competition can be done via primary, sec-

ondary, and tertiary searches using a couple of hours on

Google or by a hired firm. Most business startups err

by only doing primary or direct competition reviews 

in narrow area searches, rather than looking at other

businesses that compete for discretionary income in the

same area. 

       Marketing your business should exist long before the

opening. Marketing becomes sales – the most relevant

component to a business start-up’s success. Regardless 

of the business’s future potential, without sales there is

no cash flow and eventually no company. Sales should

occur before any facility has a hard opening. When

 putting  together the pre-sales marketing plan, it is good

to have a campaign with specific target audiences and

specific minimum numbers. Opening a facility and

 simply expecting people to come is a guaranteed failure.

Opening a facility as a place for people to go because they

have  already been sold a product or service is a smarter

 proposition.

       Staffing is one of the major obstacles for new and

growing businesses. Staff should be a business’s greatest

asset. Competent and friendly staff members allow ad-

ministrators to focus on business operations, provide

higher perceived value to consumers and reduce loss.

Hire aptitude and train people to the business operations

and service culture. Make them part of the business

team; people who show up for work with desire and a

feeling of belonging make businesses succeed. Those

who show up to collect a paycheck promote business

 failure.

       Start searching for potential staff at least 6 months

prior to opening. Training needs to occur before open-

ing so plan to pay employees during the on-boarding

process – even when no money is coming in. This means

more financial planning. Hire provisionally at first to

ensure they are the right fit for the business. On-board-

ing allows staff a chance to learn the business model,

service culture and mission and allows for evaluation of

potential and related personal characteristics. Hiring

and firing are expensive and provide added liability – 

do it right the first time. 

Conclusion
       While this might seem like a lot to think about
at first, it just scratches the surface. The process to
opening up a fitness facility or new business will
take months and sometimes years of planning.
Creating a timeline and checklist pertaining to
 essential tasks and foundations will continuously
develop the ability for success as you push the
 operations forward. Owning and managing a busi-
ness is a huge responsibility, and starting off the
process in an organized and informed manner will
help the likelihood operations flow smoothly 
once the doors open. 

Foundation #5
Marketing & Branding

Foundation #6
Staff
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